STORE HOURS:

Tuesday – Saturday
11:30 am - 7pm.

Earn Your

We are closed on Sunday & Monday,
Holidays we dig Crystals, check our website
for vacation dates.

Reiki

REIKI CERTIFICATIONS:

Certifications

•

Usui Level One

•

Usui Level Two

•

Usui Advanced

•

Usui master’s Degree

2055 West State Route 89 A,

•

Oden Reiki Level One

•

Oden Reiki Level Two

Ste C

•

Oden Reiki Advanced

•

Oden Reiki Master’s Degree

•

Oden Earth Attunement

•

Oden Ying/Yang

•

Oden Seven-Atlantis

•

Oden Symbiotic

•

Oden Midgard/As Gard

•

Oden Crescent Degree
You will

Earn a Certificate In both styles
for just

One Price!!

White Light Crystals, Books and
Angels

Sedona, Arizona 86326

at
WHITE LIGHT

www.whitelightcrystals@gmail.com
Sign up for our weekly newsletter via Email for
articles, sales & special events by contacting
us at:

whitelightcrystals@gmail.com
YOU TUBE VIDEOS:
WhiteLightBooks
ODEN REIKI SESSIONS-$60

CONTACT
www.odenreiki.com
www.whitelightcrystals@gmail.com
928.282.0098

TRADITIONAL
REIKI WITH
INSIGHTS FROM A
MASTER SOUL.

Oden Reiki
How does Oden Reiki Work?
Everything alive has a Life Force
Energy, Aura or Shield around it. We
know it can be photographed and we
think many intuitive people can see it.
What exactly is this shield and what is
its function while we exist on the
physical plane? The Aura is a series of
rings of energy that encircle and
nourish our physical and spiritual
bodies. The inner ring usually remains
the same color in our lives and it is the
vibrational frequency we used to enter
this physical plane. The middle and
outer rings change frequently. The
patterns and colors contain all we are,
all we have experienced and
everything we are about to. This is
what a clairvoyant often tunes into
when reading a person. If we have any
kind of dark or heavy pattern in our
middle or outer auras, we might have
a corresponding condition in our
physical, mental or emotional bodies.
Rather than pulling the energy out or
pouring light into it, Oden Reiki
matches the frequency of such an
energy, surpasses and then shatters it.
Much in the same way Ella Fitzgerald
did in the 1960's Memorex
Commercials, when she shatters a
glass by hitting a high note. In easy
terms, Oden Reiki is instant in its
results to purify the Aura, or Life Force
Energy Field of anyone or anything.
Within minutes the offending energy
pattern no longer exist as it was, it has
been shattered to raw energy to be
returned to the first spiritual plane of
Energy. This in turn can cause

drastic and instant changes.

Reiki First Degree:
1st

TRADITIONAL: Upon receiving the
attunement, the client becomes a channel
for universal healing energy. This
attunement unlocks your ability to use
Reiki for hands on healing. It will also
increase the life force energy of the person
who receives it.
ODEN REIKI: When you begin the

Oden Reiki Session, you invoke the
presence of the client’s higher self,
learn the underlying causes of disease, the 7 spiritual bodies, how the
chakras work, protection & sacred
spaces. (for just Oden Reiki: $125)

COST: $200

Reiki Level Two &
Advanced Degree:
TRADITIONAL: Through the third degree,
you will become a Reiki Master. As such, you
will vastly increase your ability to hold and
channel light. You will receive the final
attunements, and the student learns a further
master-level symbol once completing the
master training.

Oden Reiki : Understanding Karma,
seeing & recognizing energy patterns,
strengthening connections to all 7
spiritual bodies, Reclaiming your own
energy, Astral senses, Lei lines,
Energy swords & Eutheric crystals.
(just Oden Reiki: $150)

COST: $350

Reiki Master Degree:
TRADITIONAL: Through the third degree,
you will become a Reiki Master. As such,
you will vastly increase your ability to hold
and channel light. You will receive the
final attunements, and the student learns a
further master-level symbol once
completing the master training. You will
be able to order the W. Rand Master
Booklet in order to be a Reiki Teacher and
do attunements yourself for your own
students.

Oden Reiki Master Degree:
Using Gemstones in treatments, how to
create an Energy Vortex, using Kundalini
Energy, Ultra Violet Light. Healing the
Energy of Addictions. (Just Oden Reiki
$125) COST: $250

*************************************
ODEN BEYOND MASTERSHIP:
Earth Violet Attunement -$125
Ying/Yang Attunement: $ 125
Atlantis Attunement-$125
Symbiotic Attunement-$125
Crescent-$125
**NOTE: If you already have traditional
certification & would like to take only
the Oden Reiki, the cost of each class
is reduced!!

You will earn a traditional
certification and an Oden
Reiki Certification for just
One Low Price !!!

